GOVT. OF NCT DELHI: DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION
Examination Cell, Room No.222-A, Old Secretariat, Delhi-110054

No. DE.5/51/03/Exam/ 790  Date: 21/4/2011

//MEETING NOTICE//

This is with reference to the Circular No. DE.5(43)/04/Exam/ 667-670 Dated 29.3.2011. The result for students of Class VI to VIII who did not give any of mandatory Formative Assessments and Summative Assessments (FA’s 1-4 and SA’s I & II) was withheld.

Such cases were to be put up for review by HOS’s to the concerned District.

In this regard a meeting of the District DDE’s is being convened in the Chamber of Addl. DE (School/Exam) on 29.4.2011 at 03:30 p.m.

All District DDE’s are required to compile their data for withheld cases for Classes VI to VIII. The HOS should specifically mention against each case, after proper verification; one of the following options:

1) Child/family has shifted residence.
2) Child has shifted school. Specify the name of school.
3) Child not attending school. Give reason.
4) Any other reason.

Data for students for Classes I to V may also be compiled separately.
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To

All District DDE’s/EOS/HOSs for necessary action.